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Sunset Bar 

"Live Music and Food"

Just like its name suggests, Sunset Bar in Kolkata is for people who like

the live music scene every once in a while. The bar is done up in grey

muted tones with a blink of purple lights thrown in at regular intervals.

There are comfortable sofa tables and chairs or you can take the dining

tables with proper chairs for a fine dine. The beverage list boasts of

popular spirit labels, while their cocktails are sure to entice your palate.

Even food is nice, there are many varieties on the menu, which is the plus

point here, and the service is also quick.

 +91 33 2249 1872  www.lyttonhotelindia.com

/m/dining/restaurants.html

 resv@lyttonhotelindia.com  14 & 14/1 Sudder Street,

Lytton Hotel, Dharmatala,

Taltala, Kolkata
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Roxy 

"Glam & Glitz"

Sample the taste of the 60's at Roxy. Brick and glitz come alive under the

blue lights as the oval wall shines in the back drop. The bar stacks a wine

list that is inclusive of international names that are both vintage and new.

The obsession with cocktails is well catered with martini, champagne

cocktails and long island tea. A DJ is stationed at one end of the bar and

he cranks up the volume as per the mood of the seated public. Nightlife at

the Park Kolkata just got a step of jazz to it.

 +91 33 4004 9000  www.theparkhotels.com/k

olkata/dining/roxy.html

 resv.cal@theparkhotels.co

m

 17 Park Street, The Park

Kolkata, Kolkata
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Fluid bar 

"Flashy Setting and Good Music"

Located within the premises of the Big Boss Hotel, Fluid in Kolkata is a

primary joint for a nice drink. The crowd consists of office-goers who are

easing up as their day ends and want to enjoy some drinks with their

colleagues. Even college students and youngsters frequent this place for

its nice and flashy setting, a DJ who spins some of the best tracks, and

good food, which is a rarity in a lounge bar.

 +91 33 4021 7000  sales@bigbosspalace.com  11/1A Rawdon Street, The Big Boss

Hotel, Elgin, Kolkata
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Virgose 

"Switch to Party Mode"

Virgose promises to be a great start to a fun-filled evening. Situated within

the Hotel Hindustan International, this lounge has a fully equipped bar to

get the good times rolling. The premium spirits available are

complemented by a number of Oriental and Italian specialties. To keep

the momentum going, Virgose has a live International band churning out

great tunes every evening. You can also book one of the Private Dining

Rooms available. The stylish, yet comfortable sofas tend to encourage
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long conversations and the stylish decor is bound to make you want to

stay forever. However, if you want to take the party elsewhere, you can

always hop into HHI Underground.

 +91 33 2280 2323  hhikolkata.com/virgose.ph

p

 resvn@hindusthan.com  235/1 A J C Bose Road,

Ground Floor, Hotel

Hindusthan International,

Kolkata
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Afraa Lounge 

"Most Exquisite Lounge"

Afraa means white in Arabic, and is clearly the thematic undertone at this

Kolkata lounge. The wooden flooring, plush white leather seating and

minimalistic decor, is complemented by a 180-degree view of the city.

With perfect lighting to add to its visual appeal, Afraa boasts of an

assortment of International spirits, sumptuous global cuisine and the best

in-house DJ. It occasionally hosts live performances by renowned artists,

in addition to a range of participative events.

 +91 33 2358 1111  info.afraakolkata@ambujarealty.com  Second Avenue, Block G, 6th Floor,

City Centre, Sector I, Kolkata
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